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MOTIVATION
VTOB core team was blessed with the highest level of motivation and opportunity with a
royal audience on 8th May 2020 in Thimphu. His Majesty’s golden words of support for
VTOB and the teachers of Bhutan is so heartwarming and inspiring. The command of keeping VTOB intact for times to come gave us utmost motivation to spread unity, solidarity and
strength in all times, to transform challenges into endless opportunities. It was also the highest level of inspiration when His Majesty stated that all the 5 major future projects of VTOB
would be supported. The golden hour long moment was a blessing for all educators and a
reminder of His Majesty’s trust and confidence in teachers. VTOB shall remember this motivation and inspiration as our life time blessing to move forward with all our passion and

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
The response towards V-TOB from the society was heartwarming and overwhelmingly positive. V-TOB offers our heartfelt gratitude to His Majesty’s Secretariat,
Prime Minister’s Office, Ministry of Education, Royal Education Council, BCSEA,
Teacher Volunteers, DEOs, Principals, Teachers, Support Staff, Parents, Children,
iBEST, Loden Foundation, Royal Tutorial Project, Film Association of Bhutan, Kuzoo
FM, Drukyul’s Literature Festival: Bhutan Echoes, ISBN 975, ChhimiD Consulting,
NNC, Bhutan Toilet Organization, FANSA Bhutan, Opening Your Hearts to Bhutan,
YAN Bhutan, Motithang HSS, Lungtenzampa MSS, Bhutan Centre for Media and Democracy, Miza Books, Booknese, café Luna, Kuensel, Radio Valley, Madoka Café,
ELC High School, The Reading Retreat, READ Bhutan, Azha Passa, Youth Volunteers and well-wishers for the trust and support.
We will strive to move forward with more energy and positivity, backed by innovation, creativity and core Bhutanese values.
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RATIONALE
The teaching profession is seen as a noble and ethical profession globally. As a teacher, one
is always expected to lead by example and be a role model for students in particular and society at large. Inspired by the selfless leadership of our king, this voluntary teacher group
was formed with a vision to provide solidarity to transform challenges into endless opportunities, leading Bhutan to a knowledge hub and render services beyond self for any present
and future call of the nation. With the first case of COVID-19 in the country on 5th March
2020 and having to keep all schools of three dzongkhags closed from 6 th March 2020, many
teachers across the country expressed solidarity in supporting the nation. Thus, thousands of
teachers in Bhutan unanimously agreed to form a voluntary network, Teachers of Bhutan
Volunteers (V-TOB). V-TOB formed a core group at National, Dzongkhag and Thromde levels to speed up the voluntary effort in developing the education materials during emergencies. Teachers of Bhutan Volunteers (V-TOB) was founded as a purely positive voluntary
group by Teachers to work closely with MoE and relevant stakeholders and work towards a
better Bhutan. V-TOB is guided by the Ministry of Education, the Civil Service Code of
Conduct and the laws of the Land. One of the resolutions to take forward this contingency
plan was to take education through making use of mainstream media of Bhutan, Bhutan
Broadcasting Service (BBS) and other online mediums. V-TOB stands purely as voluntary
services for educational purposes in supplementing, complementing and accelerating the fulfilment of the Ministry of Education and National goals.
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SUMMARY
On 7th March 2020, the first coordination meeting among 2600 teacher members of VTOB was convened through the social app, Telegram. It was during that meeting, V-TOB
decided to focus more on developing contingency plans as education for emergencies in engaging Bhutanese students. On 10th March 2020, V-TOB members apprised the Officiating
Secretary of the Ministry of Education and relevant stakeholders. The initiative also received a positive note to head further from Honourable Prime Minister Dr. Lotay Tshering
expressing his appreciation and support conveyed to founding member, Mr. Sonam Norbu,
a teacher at Lobesa Lower Secondary School in Punakha. In presence of the Sherig
Lyonpo, Honourable Prime Minister directed V-TOB members to carry forward the eLearning platform to engage children and provide continued education from home during school
closures. Later as per instructions from Honourable Sherig Lyonpo, a meeting was held on
the same day, chaired by Officiating Secretary/Director General, MoE. The meeting resolved to take forward eLearning as a priority and engage students through BBS and other
online platforms such as YouTube and Google Classrooms. V-TOB was instructed to come
up with a project outline and proposal to be presented on 12th March 2020 to stakeholders.
Subsequently, the presentation for V-TOB’s Bhutan eLearning was held at MoE’s Conference Hall on 12th March 2020 in presence of all the relevant stakeholders; representatives
from MoE, BBS, Telecom sector, MoIC, REC and BCSEA. The opportunity given by MoE
to V-TOB was a great platform to experience and facilitate a completely new way of teaching through eLearning. In addition, V-TOB also received the opportunity and experience of
developing Self Instructional Materials for Classes PP – XII and radio lessons through
Kuzu and BBS radio for classes PP – III for those children who were beyond the reach of
BBS and Google Classroom.
The initiative was blessed beyond words by His Majesty the King on 8th May 2020
through a Royal Audience to the Core Team of the initiative. The team presented the initiative and its way forward during the blessed occasion. His Majesty motivated the initiative
by showering support for the way forward of the initiative and also commanding that the
group should stay intact, even after the pandemic and school closures.
V-TOB has carried out two rounds of donations during the pandemic. We had the privilege
to present Nu. 1.246 million to the COVID fund through the Prime Minister’s Office on 12
March 2020.
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SUMMARY
It was an unforgettable honour to contribute Nu. 3.292 million to His Majesty’s Kidu Fund
on the occasion of Teacher’s Day 2020. V-TOB tried our best to engage our children
meaningfully during the pandemic through numerous online initiatives. We were invited as
a social media influencer by the Prime Minister’s Office to pass information, create awareness and spread positivity during the pandemic. Reading was motivated and pushed like
never before. The 10 pages a day reading journey, a reading initiative in partnership with
Drukyul’s Literature Festival is a nationwide reading sensation. We have 4500 plus registered readers and 11 Free Open Libraries across Bhutan.
We also had the privilege to compose, sing and release a Teacher’s Day tribute to His Majesty the King whilst celebrating the 2020 teacher’s day which was dedicated to our beloved king with the theme #MyKingMyGreatestTeacher on May 2, 2020. The
#KadrinchheGyaLyonBangSum national drive to offer our gratitude and support to our beloved King, government, frontliners and Bhutanese in general saw a huge wave of solidarity from Bhutanese across Bhutan and beyond. The birth of Drukyul Education Family on
Facebook was an immediate offshoot of this drive. V-TOB also worked on these initiatives
like 10 Pages a Day Reading Journey, V-TOB བཤད་ཐོ། CONVERSATIONS, 5 Minutes of VTOB YouTube Channel, Bhutan Children’s Reading and Writeshop, Research and Drukyul
Education Family, and EduTALK Bhutan. Furthermore, V-TOB dreams to sail forward
by doing our best to come together and support better educational engagements for our
children.
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INITIATIVES 2020
PROJECT 1: BHUTAN e-LEARNING
V-TOB was blessed with an opportunity from the Ministry of Education in collaboration
with Royal Education Council, BBS and other stakeholders to produce 440 video lessons
for Bhutan e-Learning project. The video lessons were aired through BBS channels and also
uploaded in the Sherig Bhutan YouTube. 400 plus teacher volunteers participated in the development of the videos. We were also supported by student volunteers, iBEST, Film Association of Bhutan, Loden Foundation and private employees who volunteered for video editing. V-TOB worked on the project from 10th March and handed over the videos to MoE
on 12th May 2020. V-TOB also supported MoE in developing SIM(Self-Instructional Materials) to reach the unreached and developing Key stage 1 (PP-III) SIM lessons to be recorded and aired through BBS radio and Kuzu FM.

PROJECT 2: THE MOST SPECIAL TEACHER’S DAY
V-TOB dedicated the 2020 teacher’s day to His Majesty the King in appreciation, love and
tribute of His Majesty’s unwavering support, love, care and light for Bhutan and beyond.
#MyKingMyGreatestTeacher was the theme of the dedication. V-TOB also composed and
dedicated a music video on the same theme to His Majesty the King, titled Nge Gyelpo,
Nge Lopen. The video was broadcasted through BBS and on different social media platforms.

PROJECT 3: VOLUNTARY DONATIONS TO HIS MAJESTY’S
RELIEF KIDU AND COVID RESPONSE FUND
V-TOB contributed a sum of Nu. 12,41,377 to Honorable Prime Minister as voluntary donations from V-TOB members on 12th March 2020. The donations came from DEOs,
Principals, Teachers and Non-Teaching Staff from around the nation. A sum of Nu.
32,93,179.48 to His Majesty’s Relief Kidu Fund was offered as voluntary donations from
V-TOB members on 2nd May 2020, in commemoration of Teacher’s Day. The donations
came from DEOs, Principals, Teachers and Non-Teaching Staff from around the nation.
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INITIATIVES 2020
PROJECT 4: Website www.V-TOB.org
V-TOB has launched the website coinciding with the 113 th National Day. It is the official
site for all initiatives undertaken by V-TOB. We intend to streamline everything through
this website. The main aim of the website is to promote solidarity to transform challenges
into endless opportunities through voluntary initiatives to enhance, supplement and complement educational opportunities and experiences. The website was developed and contributed by iBEST Studios as a pro bono.
Website link: www.vtob.org

PROJECT 5: Facebook Pages, Group and Instagram
V-TOB dedicated the 2020 teacher’s day to His Majesty the King in appreciation, love and
tribute of His Majesty’s unwavering support, love, care and light for Bhutan and beyond.
#MyKingMyGreatestTeacher was the theme of the dedication. V-TOB also composed and
dedicated a music video on the same theme to His Majesty the King, titled Nge Gyelpo,
Nge Lopen. The video was broadcasted through BBS and on different social media platforms.

PROJECT 6: 10 Pages a Day Reading Journey
Inspired by His Majesty’s wisdom of reading at least 10 pages a day, V-TOB initiated the
10 Pages a Day Reading Journey on June 7, 2020, in partnership with Drukyul’s Literature
Festival: Bhutan Echoes. The primary objective of the initiative was to inspire a
#wellreadbhutan.
With the theme #wellreadbhutan, the initiative is a long term project to inspire, motivate
and consistently develop a strong reading culture in Bhutan. The participants signs up and
commits to read at least 10 pages in a day. Prizes and different motivation mediums are
put in place to encourage consistency and recognition. Each year, selected avid readers
would be granted an audience with the Chief Patron of Drukyul’s Literature Festival: Bhutan Echoes, Her Majesty the Queen Mother of Bhutan, Ashi Dorji Wangmo Wangchuck as
a motivation and encouragement.
The initiative will continuously engage children and readers through consistent programs
under the 10 Pages a Day Reading Journey.
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Initiatives by 10 Pages a Day Reading Journey
1. Book Reviews and Reading Log
The first project launched was the rewarding of the Prizes (Books) for completing a set of
mission/objectives set by the team. Prizes for the Reading Log are categorised into different
age groups. The prizes for the Book Reviews and Book Talks were awarded based on the
numbers. During the period, 115 Book Reviews were received and several Monthly Reading logs were registered. The prizes were sent to the winners for the completion of the
Reading Objectives.

2. Free Open Library
Free Open Libraries is one of the programmes under the Initiative. The Free Open Libraries
aimed to reach books to the readers who don't have access to books at home. It will also
motivate a culture of book sharing among the children. The Free Open Libraries are empowered by The Great Bhutan Book Drive which is another programme of collecting
through donations of old books and distributing around the Country. There are 11 Free Libraries in various parts of the country as of 28th October 2020.

3. My Reading Experience during the lockdown
The first competition held among the participants was the #ReadingExperience during the
lockdown. It was a successful competition where a total of 165 participants took part.

4. Book Talk
“My Reading Journey” competition gave birth to the Book Talk program. The participants
regularly posts videos on their books. This is one of the ongoing engagement programmes
of the page even to this day.

5. Dzongkha Reading
To promote Dzongkha Reading, a programme of “Let’s Read Dzongkha Books” was started where an impressive amount of support and engagement was recorded.
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Initiatives by 10 Pages a Day Reading Journey
6. Beyond the Cloud’s Poetry Competition
A poetry recitation competition based on the theme inspiration, hope, unity, gratitude and
responsibility is one of our latest competition for the participants. It ends on 29 th October
and prizes will be awarded.

7. Record of Book Prizes Sponsored by Drukyul’s
Literature Festival
100 books were procured from Miza Bookstore with sponsorship from Drukyul’s Literature
Festival. The books were awarded to the first 100 participants who fulfilled the prizewinning categories of pages read, book talks and book reviews. All prizes were posted
through Bhutan Post.

8. Read and Share Initiative
During the second lockdown, the #readandshare initiative was held and is still running.
The activity carried out was for the participants to read any books in any medium and
share it on the Group for 10 Pages A Day initiative on Facebook. Prizes will be given to

9. ReadingBhutanese for wellreadBhutan
To celebrate the National Day 2020, #ReadingBhutanese for #wellreadbhutan competition
was organised. The participants had to submit a review on the books read (Dzongkha or
English written by a Bhutanese author) in the form of a 5-minute video. A total of 370 participants turned up for the programme consisting of different key stages. 12 Judges were
assigned equally among the different Key Stages for evaluating the videos based on the
criteria. Three winners from each category were awarded data packages, books and certificates while all the competitors were awarded the certificates.

10. Case Study
We have initiated a case study to study the impact, progress and way forward of the initiative so that we can keep improving.
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INITIATIVES 2020
PROJECT 7: #KarinchheGyalyonBangSum Initiative
The #KadrincheGyalyonBangsum was an initiative by the Education fraternity to thank His
Majesty the King, Honourable Prime Minister, Frontliners, Ministries, Civil Servants, Private entities, Farmers and each other for everything till now. This initiative expressed the
hearts of the Education fraternity and displayed resilience, solidarity and support for the nation. The initiative was taken forward by the Education fraternity using different mediums
of expression. A month-long programme offered a platform for teachers and students to express their gratitude, love, resilience, volunteerism, solidarity and unity through various
genres—poetry, essay, stories, art, photography, songs, personalised cards, and short videos. The initiative was made public on September 8 through various social media platforms.
The drive was launched on 8th of September by the Education Minister Lyonpo JB Rai coinciding with the International Literacy Day. In the launch Lyonpo said, ' Drive is an initiative to preserve and nurture the spirit of Bhutanese nature.' Students, teachers, parents and
other volunteers shared their gratitude in the form of a poem, essay ,video, and messages.
There were about ninety-two videos(92), Hundred articles(100), and two hundred fifteen
(215) posters.

Project 8: V-TOB བཤད་ཐོ། CONVERSATIONS
V-TOB བཤད་ཐོ། CONVERSATIONS is a monthly casual and informal platform for
teachers to share, listen and discuss everything and anything through ZOOM. The
main aim of the forum is to connect and communicate freely amongst teachers to
inspire each other. It is one way to remain connected, inspired, and to innovate and
support teachers of Bhutan. Any teacher can participate in the forum through a
google form registration. For the first V-TOB conversations, relevant and convenient online platforms were used for the forum.

Conversations thus far:
|26/09/2020| We had an inaugural session where 15 teachers across the country came together to discuss the way forward for the conversation. Upon sharing the background information on the forum, teachers expressed the need to have such casual conversations to
boost our morale and inspire each other to serve our children and nation well. All teachers
who participated felt that the covid-19 pandemic has given multiple spaces to reflect and
do things differently. Teachers also committed to going beyond the normal teaching mandate to be real educationists.
vtob2020@gmail.com | www.vtob.org | Facebook: V-TOB | Instagram: @volunteers.strength | Mobile: 77438800
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Conversations thus far: contd...
|03/10/2020| The conversation gathered teachers’ perspectives on the use of mobile phones
by students. The event saw around 50 teachers from all across the country sharing their
perspectives on the use of mobile phones by students. Many teachers shared a multitude of
advantages on how students and teachers could leverage phone to harness knowledge and
skills. While there are many merits of using phones, some shared how mobile phones
could hinder the studies and create problems. Almost all the teachers agreed that change is
inevitable and it's time that we use mobile phones as an alternative way of harnessing the
best potential it could offer in the teaching and learning process.
|24/10/2020| We had a seminar on communication and leadership facilitated by Dr. Dorji
Wangchuk, Ms. Tshering Eudon, and Mrs. Karma Dema Tshering. Around 24 teachers
participated in the seminar. The Webinar delved into the subject of communication and
compassionate leadership. Dr. Dorji in his presentation talked about the need to have good
communication skills, especially as teachers. He said that the role of teachers would be to
inspire, facilitate, and produce leaders in this digital age where information and
knowledge are lying everywhere. Dr. Dorji introduced participants to the three rhetorical
approaches - ethos (ethics), - pathos (passion), and Logos (logic), and three personal communication approaches (- begin with why follow the rule of three and tell stories). He also
explained the three elements of compassionate leadership (self-awareness, empathetic joy,
and wisdom of ramifications). Furthermore, participants learned the distinction between
information, knowledge, and wisdom). At last, Miss Eudon and Karma facilitated an activity on how people have spent their lockdown and asked them to share their experiences in
line with compassion and empathetic joy.
|25/10/2020| The webinar focused on the importance and relevance of wellbeing in
schools. The discussion dwelled on the need to have social and emotional learning integrated into our education system. Ms. Tshering Eudon presented the wellbeing initiative at
ELC high school and how this program has benefitted students with their emotional and
psychological needs especially during times like the recent lockdown. Three students who
are a part of the wellbeing club at ELC shared their experiences and techniques to cope up
with emotional stress and disturbances. Mrs. Karma Dema shared about the importance of
mindfulness meditation and initiated a short guided mindfulness practice for the participants. All the teachers who took part in the webinar felt the need to have wellbeing programs in the schools to cater to the psychological needs of the students. Madam Deki Choden, ELC Principal, also shared her thoughtful insights on how such programs help students with their needs. 24 teachers participated in the webinar.
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Conversations thus far: contd...
|01/11/2020| The Webinar was aimed to trigger the minds of teachers to understand the importance of Dzongkha as a language and what could teachers do to promote it. The
guest speakers shared their knowledge, experiences, and concerns. The teacher representatives and the participants asked some pertinent questions to the speakers. MP Lhaki shared
why Dzongkha as our national language serves as an integral part of our culture. Lop Kinley Gyeltshen shared how he as a private entrepreneur tried to promote Dzongkha through
various means. Lop Karma Gyeltshen from DDC shared about some of the programs DDC
initiated to promote Dzongkha among children. Lop Kinley Tshering shared about how
RTC as a tertiary institute endeavor to promote Dzongkha. Meanwhile, Drungtsho Karma
shared her hypothesis on the status of Dzongkha both in terms of spoken and written categorically among civil servants, farmers, and students. Some even shared concerns on why
children do not take interest in Dzongkha, the reason being not having rich Dzongkha stories for children, no market for Dzongkha writers, and lack of support from the parents.
Around 40 teachers participated along with the guest speakers.
|21/11/2020| The sixth episode of the V-TOB conversation revolved around the theme,
“Sharing of Best Practices to inspire.” In the first series, three teachers from different
schools took part as a speaker to share their unique practices in their schools. Mr. Pemba
Gyeltshen from Radhi MSS, T/gang talked about reading week and unsung hero. The
reading week is a weeklong program where various literary activities are conducted to
promote reading and enhance creativity. The unsung hero is a title given to the best student
from the graduating class. Mr. Yeshi Dorji from Gelephu MSS shared about democratic
school management: good governance box. The progr am is an approach to tackle
problems and issues from the students in a democratic approach, meaning, suggestions are
received from the students and parents to resolve issues collaboratively. Mr. Yeshi Dendup
from Changzhu PS, Samtse presented on Open Library and using Waste as a TLM. His focus was primarily on making books available for rural students by setting up open libraries
whereby students can come freely to grab books and read. Waste as TLM is a concept initiated by him to make use of waste such as papers, plastics; sacks, etc…improvise and use
it as teaching-learning materials.
|28/11/2020| In the second series, Mrs. Deki Choden, founding principal of ELC high
school, Thimphu, presented about Design for Change (DFC). DFC is a program that
equips children with the tools to be aware of the world around them and take action toward a more desirable sustainable future. It fosters design thinking and the ‘I CAN’ mindset where children are encouraged to become agents of change and take initiative. The
program enhances interpersonal, intrapersonal, and cognitive competencies through responsibility, community engagement, and active citizenship. Mr. Gayatri Bhandari from
Druk School talked about three best practices from his school. Among three, one was a
celebration of Flag Day.
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Conversations thus far: contd...
During the flag day, all the teachers, students, and parents come together in the school, pay
tributes together, eat together and celebrate together. The program galvanizes all in unity
to appreciate the past and feel the present. Mr. Samdrup Tshering from Lamgong MSS,
Paro talked about wisdom and knowledge. His attempt was essentially to differentiate between wisdom and knowledge and give more emphasis on wisdom than knowledge in the
process of teaching and learning. He reiterated the need to focus on wisdom than just mere
acquisition of knowledge from the textbook.
|05/12/2020| In the third series, Mr. Tshering Tobgay & Mrs. Kelzang Lhadon from Shari
HSS, Paro presented about G-Suite for Education. They shared about lever aging GSuite to create an online platform for teachers and students to access resources for teaching, learning, and self-learning. Mr. Shiva Kumar from Yoeseltse MSS, Samtse talked
about factors that motivate reading and Mrs. Deki Choden from ELC high school talked
about Young Ambassadors of Change (YAC). It is a rural-urban collaborative partnership
program to contribute to the rural school counterparts to share the design for change, best
practices, and contribute essential materials like clothing, shoes, and books, etc…
|12/12/2020| In the fourth and the last episode of the V-TOB conversation, Mr. Nim Dorji
from Gedu HSS, Chukha presented on Social media as a digital platform to showcase positivity in students. He shared the social media policy of Bhutan and also how social
media platforms such as Facebook can be used to showcase student’s talents and promote
positivity in social media. Mrs. Deki Choden from ELC high school presented on Restorative Justice & Project Helping Hands for Health and happiness. ProH4 is a GNH inspired program to promote citizenship education and community vitality through paradigm shifts. It is a program that engages children and the community through projects to
help the needy ones. Restorative justice is a program that responds to the types of wrongdoing, injustice, or conflict. It focuses on repairing the damage caused by the wrongful action through QCT-Quality Class Time, restorative circles, and reflection.
More than 50 teachers took part in the four series of sharing of best practices on ZOOM
and thousands watched the program on Facebook LIVE and videos.
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INITIATIVES 2020
Project 9: EduTALK Bhutan
Inspired by and in response to, the Royal Address at the National Day Celebrations in Punakha on 17th of December, 2020, V-TOB sought to discuss the future of education through a
series of conversations via its online platform, EduTALK BHUTAN: Together Forward. A
unique feature of these conversations was that the panelists consisted of individuals from all
walks of life of the Bhutanese society. Participants included educators, scholars, writers,
consultants, youth, media specialists, entrepreneurs, among others. One common thread that
bound them was that either they were associated with the education system in the past or
they are still in the field of education but in a different system or role. In other words, this
conversation provided the platform for voices from outside the current education system in
Bhutan.
The whole conversation was divided into seven themes, with each theme taking up one session:
1. Purpose of Education
2. Technology in Education
3. Curriculum
4. Expectations
5. Teacher Education and Professional Growth
6. Transmission of Cultural Values and Traditions
7. Social and Emotional Learning
Panelists shared their expertise, or experience in the Bhutanese education system, their current views and beliefs and offer their solutions to address key issues. The final report with a
set of recommendations would be compiled and submitted to the Minister of Education to
co-create an education system that is resilient, responsive and flexible while serving the current needs in nation-building.
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INITIATIVES 2020
Project 10: 5 MINUTES OF V-TOB
5 Minutes of V-TOB is a creative and innovative content creation platform for teachers and
students to address the need of our students, boost teaching pedagogies as per the changing
needs of the time, contribute credible resources for the eLearning programmes and provide
an approach for the teachers to adventure into digital teaching. The YouTube channel will be
facilitated by V-TOB and any teacher or student is a part of it through content contributions.
The channel will enable students and teachers to contribute creative, credible and innovative
online materials which will have a positive impact in the society. V-TOB will motivate the
content contributors through annual competitions and other acknowledgement mediums.
The participants for 5 MINUTES OF V-TOB are the students and teachers of Bhutan. It was
inaugurated on 2nd May 2020 coinciding with The Teacher’s Day.
YouTube Link: https://youtube.com/channel/UCZPalXHOPk863f5cJLYDKuA

Way forward for 5 MINUTES OF V-TOB:
a. Procure basic studio materials/equipment
b. Form work from home committees guided by Standard Operating Procedures. The working committee includes content developers, review committee and quality assurance committee.
c. The workforce will include teachers in the forefront supported by relevant external stakeholders.
d. Make the contents available to all the end-users for free of cost. The contents will be produced by teachers and students.
e. Organize video production inspiration and competition on contemporary, creative and
smart themes.
f. Call for content from teachers and students on various themes.
g. Award simple prizes and recognition to winners and consistent contributors.
h. Liaise with Ministry to contribute contents for BBS 3.
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INITIATIVES 2020
Project 11. Creating Awareness on the COVID-19 Pandemic
After the July 19 Press Release from the Honourable Prime Minister’s Office and the Zoom
meet with Prime Minister’s Office as a Social Media Influencer, V-TOB organized an urgent online meeting amongst 4000 plus teachers on Telegram App on 19 July 2020. Teachers continue to deeply appreciate our beloved His Majesty’s tireless effort, the government’s
continued success and front liners serving at different capacities. Thus, we stand in solidarity with the nation and offer our humble service in spirit and action. Many teachers participated in the meet and discussed how teachers could support the nation’s fight against
COVID. The main theme of the meeting was to discuss, share and volunteer to reinforce
Bhutan’s fight against COVID, apart from our normal teacher duties. Aside from pledging
to be responsible citizens and proactive educators, we agreed to continue as well as
strengthen the efforts to create awareness as well as portray our solidarity in the nation’s
fight against COVID.
The following outlines the suggestions and strategies that were carried out to help the nation
in creating public awareness of COVID-19:
1. Posters and videos: Teachers created and shared posters related to COVID 19 through
online class groups as well as other social media platforms.
2. SIM Book Distribution Awareness: Awareness of COVID was to be reinforced while
teachers visited children and communities to distribute SIM books.
3. Continued Awareness through online class platforms was carried out and reinforced in
some cases.
4. Reporting suspects and abnormal happenings: Teachers to be extra ears and eyes to study,
report and monitor unhealthy practices and abnormal happenings which pose threat to the
society at large.
5. Community awareness while teachers made home visits for their mobile teaching and
within their circle of people.
6. Masks use awareness and reinforcement was carried out by all teachers.
7. Awareness for students on teenage marriage, pregnancy and other social issues were also
taken as a priority. COVID can increase the vulnerability of our students to the negative
happenings in the society. So teachers have the moral duty to look after our students on this
front too.
8. Teachers continued to support and share on Sherig Counselling Services and also work on
Mental health support of children. Teachers considered psychological safety and guidance
of our children.
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WAY FORWARD
Project 12: BHUTAN CHILDREN’S READING AND WRITESHOP
Bhutan Children’s Reading and Writeshop is a non-profit initiative to bring children together during vacations and inspire reading and writing habits. The camp-themed weeklong retreat and workshop will create an opportunity for children to read, learn, collaborate and
write original as well as standard genres. The main aim of this project is to make children
lifelong readers and build a strong reading and writing culture in the society. Children will
be engaged in various reading and writing activities through a light yet joyful approach. The
dream of Bhutan Children’s Reading and Writeshop is to let children fall in love with reading and writing. The program will be initiated and coordinated by V-TOB and it will be
crowd funded through voluntary donations and very nominal entry fees from participants.
The retreats will happen during school vacations and it will be organized in different catchment areas annually. Bhutan Children’s Reading and Writeshop will facilitate both Dzongkha and English languages. The whole event will be coordinated by volunteers. It will offer
teacher volunteers opportunity to teach the reading and writing process through fun-loving
activities, create a platform to nurture child readers and writers, use ICT to leverage reading
and writing skills, instil Bhutanese values and attitudes through sessions on Heritage Education, Life Skills, Nationalism, build social skills and civic engagement to nurture responsible local citizens, collaborate with relevant offices, Bhutanese and International writers to
facilitate a strong writers’ society and engage children meaningfully during the vacations.
However, V-TOB could not carry on with PROJECT 10 due to nationwide lockdown during
vacations.
Way forward of BHUTAN CHILDREN’S READING AND WRITESHOP
a. Organize weeklong camp-themed programs during the vacation.
b. Publish children’s book.
c. Produce data on Reading habits and books read.
d. Carry out impact studies and improve accordingly.
e. Collaborate with relevant stakeholders.
f. Organize national level reading activities to inspire and motivate the reading culture.
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Project 12: DRUK EDUCATIONIST
Druk Educationist is an annual publication that will publish creative and innovative ideas
from teachers. It is a dream magazine by teachers and it will be a space for teachers to express various themes. It is aimed to publish an authentic and innovative annual magazine
which can contribute to reading, writing and publishing culture in teachers. The magazine
will be different and stand out on its own as a multi-themed book. Druk Educationist will
invite teachers to write on pedagogical aspects, values, educational themes and other creative themes. Druk Educationist provides a platform for teachers to develop reading, writing
and publishing culture by sharing their experiences, expertise and inspiration.
Way forward of DRUK EDUCATIONIST:
a. First publication will be done on May 2, 2021, coinciding with Teacher’s Day.
b. Annual publication will be done on selected days/occasions
c. Druk Educationist will be published in both hard copy and digital copies.

Project 13: LOBTHRU LAMTOEN
Teachers play an important role in nurturing students as a responsible member of society.
It is the moral duty of a teacher to instil the values and attitudes in children. Lobthru
Lamtoen will give a special touch to this and create a consistent and positive approach to
impart Bhutanese values of Ley Judrey and Tha Damtshi, positive attitudes and life skills
education so that children grow up as responsible and proactive citizens. It is an ongoing
school or community-based programmes. Lobthru Lamtoen intents to nurture students into
SMART Bhutanese citizens through various initiatives at school level. This project gives
teachers to work closely with students to create awareness and instil timeless Bhutanese values of Lay Judrey and Tha Damtshi, Guide special needs to students and students with behaviour issues, sensitize on social media and its impacts, including children in school rules
formation and decision making processes, build bully-free and child-friendly schools, work
towards brave and safe girls, collaborate with Counsellors and lead Student Support Services Unit (SSSU).
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Way forward LOBTHRU LAMTOEN:
a. Strengthen or start SSSU in collaboration with councillors.
b. Strengthen school-based programmes to impart values, attitudes and life skills
education
c. Complement and supplement in creating awareness programs on bullying, social
media, brave and safe girls and other relevant themes

Project 14: LOPEN LOBTHRU ZHIBTSHOEL
Research is an important component of education and it has a lot of positive learning as well
as skills development in children and teachers. Lopen Lobthru Zhibtshoel is a special approach
to build a society of researchers and promote research culture in students and teachers
through teacher-student collaborative research. The project will enable teachers and students
to carry out research in the school curriculum as well as other areas. The project will help
students and teachers to inform action, to prove a theory, and contribute to developing
knowledge in various fields of studies. It will also springboard to contributing research papers to renowned journals by Bhutanese students and teachers. The project will work towards creating Bhutan’s first open learning resources site. The scopes of this project are to
facilitate teaching-learning through research, empower children to research and present
findings, enable student-centered learning and create a society of researchers, create online
open learning resources, means to understand various issues and present solutions, a way to
prove by supporting facts, seed to love reading, writing, analyzing and sharing information
and break the normal teaching-learning trends and work towards learning by doing.
Way forward:

1. Organize and motivate research programs through various calls for research.
2. Collaborate with relevant organizations and seek support
3. Create Bhutan’s first Open Learning Resource site
4. Publish papers and contribute to well-known research journals.
5. Share and archive students and teachers’ research findings.
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Project 15: PROFESSIONAL LEARNING COMMUNITY
V-TOB believes that teachers must never stop learning, growing and changing because if
we stop learning today, we may have to stop teaching tomorrow. If we fail to learn, we may
be irrelevant and fail to give what we don’t have. Therefore, teachers must be lifelong learners. One way to do it is through a professional learning community. Therefore, V-TOB is
certain of the benefits of having a strong learning community for teachers to keep teachers
learning, sharing, growing and providing professional support to one another. A professional
learning community (PLC) is a team of teachers working collaboratively with a shared purpose to enhance their teaching practices and create a conducive learning environment for
students to fully realise their potential. Through PLC, teachers will have a platform to engage in reflective dialogue where they get to focus on their teaching practices and learning
outcomes of their students and discuss how learning can be enhanced and deepened. PLC
will provide opportunities for teachers to interact and share their experiences, ideas, learn
from one another and provide professional support to each other and grow professionally
together.
Way forward for Professional Learning Community
Create a professional learning community for teacher of Bhutan.
Organise monthly PLC to share ideas, expertise and best teaching experiences.
Teachers will use the ideas shared in their classes and provide feedback or seek clarification.
Carry out impact studies and improve accordingly.

Project 16: TEACHER RESEARCHERS TEAM: BHUTAN
With the growing complexities in teaching, teachers face various challenges and will continue to if we keep on doing the same thing every year. V-TOB felt the need for teachers to adventure into research to remain informed, deepen understanding and have knowledge and
skills to solve problems and come up with a wise decision. On 19 th August 2020, V-TOB
started with teacher-researcher team on Telegram. Currently, we have twenty teachers from
Bhutan and a teacher from Thailand. Teachers share research materials, schedule ZOOM
meets for discussion on how to conduct research. Through ZOOM meet, teachers were able
to clarify and strengthen some of the research related concepts and methodology.

Way forward:

1. Organize and motivate research teams to come up with at least a paper to be published.

2. Collaborate with relevant organizations and seek support.
3. Publish papers and contribute to well-known research journals.
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Annexure 1: Dzongkhag Focal Teachers
Sl. No. Dzongkhag/Thromde
1

2

3
4
5

6

7

8

Bumthang

Chukha

Dagana
Gasa
Gelephu Thromde

Haa

Lhuentse

Mongar

Coordinators

School

Sangay Tenzin

Bezur ECR

Pema Tshering

Chumey CS

Lobzang Cheki

Chumey CS

Nim Dorji

Gedu HSS

Tashi Dorji

Tsimalakha PS

Sanju Pradhan

Gedu HSS

Tashi Choden

Gedu HSS

Kezang Choden

Alaykha PS

Pema Lhendup

Kamji CS

Ugyen Tshomo

Gesarling CS

Dhani Maya Poudel

Daga CS

Thinley Rabgay

Laya CS

Phub Gyeltshen

Lunana PS

Pema Choden

Pelrithang HSS

Chhimi Sonam Wangmo

Gelephu MSS

Yeshi Dorji

Gelephu MSS

Yeshey Lhamo

Dechenpelri PS

Yangden

Gelephu LSS

Sonam Pelden

Katsho LSS

Pema Yangden

Katsho LSS

Singye Choden

Damthang PS

Tshering Dendup

Tangmachu CS

Gem Tshering

Thimyul LSS

Sherab Wangmo

Mongar MSS

Thinley Dorji

Gyalpoishing HSS
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Annexure 1: Dzongkhag Focal Teachers
Sl. No.

Dzongkhag/
Thromde

9

Paro

10
11

12

13

14

15

Pemagatshel
Phuentsholing
Thomde

Punakha

Samdrupjongkhar

Samdrupjongkhar
Thromde

Samtse

Coordinators

School

Tshewang Yeduen

Shaba HSS

Pema Tshering

Gaupel LSS

Tshering Zangmo

Shari HSS

Pema Lhaden

Tsebar LSS

Sonam Dema

Nangkor CS

Tshering Zam

Phuentsholing MSS

Sonam Zangmo

Sonamgang MSS

Deepak Raj

Phuentsholing MSS

Ngawang Tenzin

Chumithang MSS

Pem Bidha

Lobesa LSS

Kuenzang

Lobesa LSS

Karma Drupchu

Dashiding AS

Tsheten Dorji

Khururthang MSS

Dema

Dashiding AS

Khem P. Thapa

Garpawoong MSS

Chhimi Weezer

Minjiwoong CS

Dechen Choden

Barzor PS

Tshering Tenzin

Samdrupjongkhar PS

Tshering Dolkar

Dewathang PS

Sangay Khandu

Samdrupjongkhar PS

Norbu Kezang

Dewathang PS

Sonam Zangmo

Peljorling HSS

Kinga

Peljorling

Laxuman Bista

Gomtu HSS

Cheki Wangmo

Samtse LSS

TshewangPelden Drukpa Samtse LSS
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Annexure 1: Dzongkhag Focal Teachers
Sl. No. Dzongkhag/Thromde
16
17

18

19

20

21

22

23

Sarpang
Thimphu Thromde

Thimphu

Trashigang

Trashiyangtse

Trongsa

Tsirang

Wangdue Phodrang

Coordinators

School

Karma Tenzin

Dekiling MSS

Ugyen Lhaden

Dechenpelri PS

Sonam Dema

Kelki HSS

Karma Yangden

Changzamtog MSS

Sangay Chezom

Kelki HSS

Khandu Zam

Zilukha MSS

Sangay Penjor

Motithang HSS

Sherab Jatsho

Yangchengatshel MSS

Karma S Rigdel

Genekha LSS

Choki Wangdi

Udzorong CS

Karma

Bikhar LSS

Cheki Dorji

Tashitse AS

Jigme Dorji

Trashiyangtse LSS

Dendup Gyeltshen

Bumdeling LSS

Tshering Pelmo

Bjeezam PS

Karma Yangdon

Langthel LSS

Namgay Dem

Mendrelgang CS

Leki Wangmo

Mendrelgang CS

Jigme Sherab

Rukubji PS

Lobzang Nima

Dangchu PS

Yeshey Wangmo

Samtengang HSS

Chimi Dorji

Tencholing PS

Damber S. Mongar

Tencholing PS
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Annexure 1: Dzongkhag Focal Teachers
Sl. No. Dzongkhag/Thromde
24

Zhemgang

Coordinators

School

Kinley Dem

Zhemgang CS

Ugyen Zangmo

Buli CS

Sonam Chuki

Zhemgang CS

Annexure 2: V-TOB Core Team Members
Sl

Name

Designation

EID

School

Dzongkhag

Contact

1

Sonam Norbu

Teacher

201001334

Lobesa LSS

Punakha

77438800

2

Kinzang Wangchuk

Principal

200601354

Laptsakha PS

Punakha

17647889

3

Pema Tshering

Teacher

201001366

Gaupel LSS

Paro

17768022

4

Tshering Zangmo

Teacher

201101465

Shari HSS

Paro

17755688

5

Kuenzang
Wangchuk

Teacher

20130201419

Nobding LSS

Wangduephodra 17742525
ng

6

Sherab Jatsho

Teacher

20150105287

Yangchen Gatshel
MSS

Thimphu

7

Chimmi Yangdon

Teacher

200407278

Changangkha MSS Thimthrom

17697528

8

Sabina Kafley

Teacher

200901719

Changangkha MSS Thimthrom

17944105

9

Kuenzang

Teacher

200901719

Lobesa LSS

Punakha

77774545

10

Kelzang Lhadon

Teacher

200207339

Shari HSS

Paro

17937670

11

Jamyang Drukda

Teacher

201001360

Punakha CS

Punakha

17767214

12

Nim Dorji

Teacher

201202014

Gedhu HSS

Chhukha

17897215

13

Kinley Tenzin

Teacher

20140104100

Chhukha CS

Chhukha

17357199

14

Pema Bidha

Teacher

200301110

Lobesa LSS

Punakha

17270717

15

Lobzang Nima

Teacher

200701571

Dangchu PS

Wangduephodra 77468646
ng

16

Nim Dorji

Teacher

200701571

Rukubji PS

Wangduephodra 17365171
ng

17756908
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Annexure 3: Youth Members
1. Jampel Yeshey Payldon, Class X, Khangkhu MSS, Paro Youth Ambassador for
#wellreadbhutan
2. Yeshey Tobgyel, CNR Graduate, 2020
3. Sangay Thinley, Selise Bhutan, Thimphu
4. Nidup Gyeltshen, B.A Economics, Sherabtse College
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